BIFOLDING DOORS
Beautiful bifolding doors
Our Easifold folding and sliding doors will give your home that "something special". Using some of the most technically advanced systems
on the market, our bifolding doors make the most of space in an innovative way. Make your dream home a reality.
Whether you want to replace your existing patio doors, or are planning a new project, our folding sliding doors will add versatility and
style, making socialising and entertaining more pleasurable. Your doors will be an admired feature of your home. And with a great choice
in colours and finishes, your home will instantly be unique. Our folding sliding doors are designed and manufactured to the highest
standards.
Recognised as setting the benchmark in both design and technology, Easifold folding sliding doors are used throughout the world in all
climates and weathers. It is no surprise that they met and exceeded the building regulations for thermal efficiency. Easifold doors offer
the advantage of a flush floor track, giving you an unobstructed walkway and the feel of open plan.

The ideal solution for conservatories and pool rooms
Folding sliding doors can open far wider than conventional French doors and offer up to 95% clear opening as opposed to the typical 40%
from patio doors. Whole walls can now be literally and effortlessly swept aside in seconds enabling any room to embrace the great
outdoors.

Enhance the relationship between the interior and exterior of your home
Suitable for both the domestic and commercial markets, whatever the requirement, we can provide a tailored bespoke answer for any
commercial or domestic project. We offer a wide range of top specification products, all available in a choice of finishes and in the whole
spectrum of RAL colours, with dual colour options for interior and exterior if required.

DOOR FEATURES:

-

-

Colours
We offer a specially selected range of 7 bespoke colours plus 3 natural wood effects. Additionally, you can choose from the full range of
Interpon RAL colours, oak and mahogany.

APPROVED INSTALLERS OF
EASIFOLD BIFOLDING DOORS

Based in Watford, Hertfordshire, Harp
Windows is a family owned and family run
company, and was established back in
1989. We both manufacture and install
high quality replacement windows, doors
and conservatories.
Over the years, we've worked hard to build
up an established local reputation based
on professional integrity, efficient
customer service, quality and value for
money.
You can see us at our showroom in
Bushey Arches, or at our factory in
Watford, where we manufacture many of
our products.
As members of the Consumer Protection
Association, all our installed products are
automatically covered by our watertight
insurance backed ten year guarantee,
providing you with the complete peace of
mind you deserve.
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